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Field of Gold.
2009. 6¼" x 6¼".

CALLIGRAPHY
QUILTS
BY ELEANOR WINTERS

MY

Calligraphy Quilt Collages have
evolved through the years. The first
attempts were motivated by piles of printed
calligraphy – my art prints, of which I had too
many. Using a paper cutter, I chopped several
prints into large pieces, 1" x 2" rectangles and
2" squares, and rearranged them on a piece of
heavy paper, alternating the calligraphy with
squares of colored paper. The prints were glued
down with a glue stick, and I liked the results.
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I realized several things almost immediately:
(1) A paper cutter is a crude cutting tool; (2) I
needed a better surface to glue the pieces to because the paper curled; (3) A glue stick is not the
right adhesive; and (4) I had lots of calligraphy
to cut up.
The process developed as I started to experiment
with tools, materials, and methods. The paper
should be cut with a sharp craft knife or a razor
blade. Acid-free mat board is a good surface

upon which to glue pieces, and bookbinders glue
is a better adhesive.
I soon found myself in the library and bookstores
searching for quilt patterns, and gradually developed a more professional and successful method of
constructing these early quilts. The first ones, produced in the early-mid 1990s, followed traditional
patterns closely, but eventually they grew into more
complex and innovative designs.
My process soon became more focused. I

Alphabet Star (right). 2008. 5" x 5".
Although my quilts communicate with the
viewer largely through color, shape and pattern,
the alphabetic element adds an additional level
of meaning to many of these works of art.
Gothic Swing (below right). 2009. 5½" x 5½".
The calligraphic element in the quilt collages
ranges from total abstraction - letters that have
been reduced to their component strokes or
curves - to legible quilts, with clearly visible calligraphic letters.

stopped chopping old artwork and started using
custom-designed lettering, written in gouache.
I began to accumulate beautiful papers, mainly
handmade marbled papers, paste papers and
Japanese papers, that were carefully combined
with calligraphy prepared for each quilt collage.
The development of the various design series
(log cabins, miniatures, triptychs, etc.) has been
an evolutionary process. Often the completion
of one small quilt gives me an idea for the next
one, and sometimes the route from one idea or
theme to the next is unexpected. The Stained
Glass quilts, for example, came about because
one piece that I’d completed consisting of four
quilt block squares, one above the other, looked
like a stained glass window because of the shape
and color. I tried another with a curved and
pointed top in the form of a Gothic arch and
looked closely at stained glass in churches, buying books and postcards, and traveling around
France visiting Gothic cathedrals, where more
books and postcards were bought.

A Few Pointers
Here are a few hints for those who want to try
calligraphy quilt collages:
 Draw your pattern carefully with a hard,
sharpened pencil and ruler. Try to be mathematically accurate.
 Be sure that your blade is sharp. If the blade
is old, rusty, rounded, or nicked, replace it.
For accurate placement, use quality glue. PVA
combined with methyl cellulose and a small
amount of water is a good choice.
 Apply glue with a cotton swab.
 Use a bone folder to press the pieces you are
gluing to the surface. Put a piece of tracing paper over the paper you are sticking down before
pressing with the bone folder.
 Whenever you stop working, lay a piece of
clean tracing paper over the artwork and place it
under heavy books to press it.
 Remember that this is collage. You can always
make changes or improvements by gluing a different paper over a piece you want to replace.
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Blue Moon. 2009. 5½" x 7½".

Cabin in the Stars. 2009. 5" x 7¼”.
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MAKING A
CALLIGRAPY QUILT
BY ELEANOR WINTERS

1

To make a simple quilt block, start with a piece
of quality mat board. Using a ruler and a hard
pencil (an H or 2H), draw a square divided into equal
parts. This 4" square is marked at 1" intervals.
Figure 1

2

Working from a basic quilt-block pattern (widely
available in quilting books and magazines),
choose a pattern and draw it carefully in pencil. The
image shown is a 4” x 4” quilt block and the pattern is
called mosaic.
Figure 2
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Divide your space visually into three or four
different color fields. In this case, I used Xs, Os,
and squiggles to indicate the three different colors or
patterns. Choose three different papers with contrasting colors and/or patterns. Measure one section of
your pattern and with a ruler and pencil draw that
shape on the back of one of your chosen papers. Cut
several pieces the same size/shape and glue them into
the appropriate spaces on your board. Apply the glue
carefully with a cotton swab, being careful not to get
glue on the front of the paper. Press the glued piece by
placing a clean piece of tracing paper over it and pressing it in place with a bone folder.

Figure 3

4

This completed quilt consists of the same 4" x 4"
blocks as Figure 3, repeated four times. The four
blocks are drawn in reverse direction to create new
shapes in the finished piece. In this case, four different
papers were used: one marbled, two Japanese, and one
cut from a calligraphic piece.
Figure 4
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This is a variation on the same quilt block, again
used four times. The spaces are smaller and a
border has been added. A border that is on the outside
of a piece can be added after the quilt is finished, but
a central line, like the red cross on this piece (which
borders each of the four blocks), needs to be part of
the mathematical calculation in the original drawing.
The small squares around the edges overlap the border
to break the outline of the piece.
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Figure 5
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WALNUT CRYSTALS & INK
S449. Walnut
(Color) Ink Crystals.
Add distilled water,
wait for 25-35 min.,
and this powder
produces a warm,
rich walnut-colored
ink. The ink is lightfast, flows well, and
is highly recommended by many master scribes.
1oz. $2.95 2oz. $4.95 4oz. $8.95
8oz. $16.95 16oz. $29.95

PADS

S449

S450. Walnut Crystals Jar. This item contains two
1oz jars, each filled with crystals. Simply fill with warm
water and mix. You have walnut ink without the hassle
of measuring! Non-waterproof. (Buying the crystals
alone is more economical.) $2.25
I53-2.5. Walnut Drawing Ink. A rich sepia ink. Thin
with water to create a wash. For brush or dip pen.
Already liquid. Non-waterproof (but not suitable for
fountain pens). 2.5oz. $10.49. JNB $8.99
I53-10. Walnut Drawing Ink. 10oz.
$25.99. JNB $22.99

I53-2.5

I53-DRK. Walnut Ink Darkening
Medium. Not an ink, but a very
heavily pigmented additive to be
used to darken Walnut Drawing Ink
without losing the unique watercolor
characteristics or the ability to lift
color or lighten areas. 1oz
(30ml). $10.49. JNB $8.99
I108

WHITE INK

I108. Dr. Martin’s Pen-White.
A great white ink for pointed pen work.
1oz dropper bottle. Can be thinned with
water if necessary. $10.70

Bister ink lettering by Amity Parks.

I157. Bister Ink Powder. This powdered ink
from Europe has very striking colors. The
powders all look about the same, but the mixed ink
proves to be warm earthy tones. A little bit goes a long
way. Mix in a small, screw-top Dinky Dip: about 1-part
powder to 4-parts water. Add more water if too thick, or
add more powder if too thin. Each color is 1oz of powder
packaged in a 2oz plastic jar. Choose: Black, Blue, Brown,
Green, Mahogany, Natural, Red, Yellow. $7.95 each
I157-S. Bister Ink Powder Set. Set includes 8 colors
listed above. $49.95

COLIRO / FINETEC – NEW COLORS

Walnut

Fiji

Mermaid

Indian
Summer

Peach

S1000. Coliro / Finetec Single Pans.
New mica colors: Walnut, Fiji, Mermaid,
Indian Summer, and Peach. Finetec is loved by calligraphers and artists for its smooth texture and bright
sparkles. For more colors, see our website or page 25
of the full JNB catalog. $5.96. JNB $5.29 each
Tibet
Gold

Inca
Gold

Arabic
Gold

Gold
Pearl

Moon
Gold

Sterling
Silver

S741. Coliro / Finetec Mica Gold Color Set.
Five shades of gold, plus silver. Our most popular set.
$33.00. JNB $26.50

Ziller

S1021. Nicker Designer Colour (Gouache)
Sets. Nicker’s artist-quality gouache is made
to exacting standards in a small factory in Japan. John
Stevens has tested this gouache and has given it a
thumbs-up. He has chosen the colors of these custom
sets, only available from John Neal Books. See the JNB
website for lightfastness info for each color.
12-color set. Includes one 20ml tube each of:
551 Sap Green, 554 Lawn Green, 505 Chrome Yellow,
518 Chinese Red, 522 Bordeaux, 527 Magenta, 530 Royal
Purple, 538 French Blue, 532 Violet, 536 Ultramarine
Light, 570 Permanent White, 571 Do Black. $42.95
18-color set. Includes the above colors plus:
576 Neon Pink, 520 Scarlet, 531 Wisteria, 544 Peacock
Green, 590 Emerald Green, 506 Yellow Ochre. $61.95

SA-S1021. Nicker Gouache Sampler. Dabs from
the 12-color set on two 6-well palettes (colors are
labeled). $9.95

Order online: www.JohnNealBooks.com

Gilbert Bond Pads. 24lb. 25% Cotton.
Unlike most 20lb or 24lb office papers,
Gilbert Bond is perfect for calligraphy.
It has a nice tooth, holds the fine lines,
and does not bleed, even with watery
inks. Highly recommended for serious
practice by Peter Thornton, Carol
DuBosch, and many others for broadedged penwork. While it is more
expensive than other bond papers, it
is worth the price. Sheet counts are
approximate.
Gilbert Bond Practice Pads (blank).
P70. 11"x17". 50 sheets.
$14.95 2/$13.95ea.
P69. 8.5"x11". 100 sheets.
$12.95 2/$11.95ea.
P72. Gilbert Bond Graph Pad.
8 squares/inch. 11"x17". 50 sheets.
$15.95
JNB Graph / Practice Pads.
These pads have a smooth paper
that is great for pointed pen, yet has
just enough tooth for broad-edged
penwork. The paper takes the ink well,
holds hairlines, and does not bleed or
feather with most all inks (including
Higgins Eternal, McCaffery’s, and
Noodler’s). The smooth surface helps
avoid pen catches on upstrokes with
pointed pen scripts.
JNB Graph Pads. Light blue grid,
8 squares/inch. 50 sheets. For pointed
and broad-edged penwork. Graph may
show on some copiers/settings.
P22. 8.5"x11". $8.50
P21. 11"x17". Specify Dark (for classes
and practice) or Light (for work for
reproduction). $14.95

Original Colors
North Wind
White. $6.95
(acrylic) for dip pens (pointed &
Sunflower
broad edge) & brushes. Stir well
Yellow. $7.65
Prairie Fire
before using. Dip nib or brush in ink,
Orange. $7.65
wipe off excess ink on jar edge or
Cardinal
shake pen. Thin ink with distilled
Red. $8.60
water. Intermixable to create other
Sweet Grass
Green. $8.60
colors. Clean pen with water and a
Midnight
little ammonia. Glass jars.
Blue. $8.60
Wild Viola
NEW! Pastel Colors. $6.95 each
Violet. $8.60
Wild Rose
Periwinkle
Peach
Buffalo
Pink
Blue
Blush
Brown. $7.65
Winter Sky
French
Spring
Soot Black
Gray
Lavender
Green
(matte). $6.95
NEW! Newest Colors. $6.95 each
Glossy
Tranquil
Ivory
Cranberry
Black. $6.25
Taupe
Charcoal
Mauve
Wisteria
Mist

JNB Copperplate Graph Pads. Light
blue grid, 8 squares/inch, with added
slant lines. 50 sheets. Graph may show
on some copiers/settings.
P01-11. 11"x17". $14.95
P01-8. 8.5"x11". $8.95

NEW! Winter 2019 Colors. $7.65 each
Meadow
Aqua Blue
Green
Green
Flamingo
Daffodil
Pink
Yellow

P20. JNB Practice Pads. For pointed
and broad-edged penwork. Specify:
11"x17". 50 sheets. $10.50
11"x17". 100 sheets. $18.95

I28. Pigmented, lightfast, waterproof

Gouache

Graph: P21, P22, P72

Lagoon
Blue
Nasturtium
Orange

SA-I28-S. Ziller Ink Sampler. Small Screw-Top Dinky
Dip vials. Choose: Original (10 colors) $21.95
Pastel (6 colors) $15.95 Newest (6 colors) $15.95
I147. Ziller Ink Thickener. $4.50
NEW! I30. Ziller Pen Cleaner. 1oz. $4.50

Copperplate Graph: P01

P25. JNB Practice Pads. 8.5"x11".
50 sheets. $5.95 100 sheets. $9.95
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